BORDERS: A MULTI-DIMENSIONAL APPROACH

Level: middle /high school
Course: social studies, language arts

Rationale

As students enter middle school, they are being constantly faced with borders in their own lives—whether they are gang turf lines, R-rated movies, the teachers’ lounge or the recognition of city and town lines.

Students and teachers often look at issues from one perspective, or perhaps two, instead of multi-dimensional points of view. In this unit students will look at borders from many different angles and become aware of their complexity.

Recently California’s Proposition 187 and the Immigration and Naturalization Service’s (INS) operation “Hold the Line,” have placed the international 2,000 mile border between the United States and Mexico in the spotlight. This border brings up cultural, political, economic and linguistic issues that students frequently regard as answerable with one solution rather than seeing all the numerous factors involved.

This unit will enable students to explore the many aspects of borders in their own lives. These borders include, but are not limited to:

* psychological borders
* economic borders
* linguistic borders
* cultural borders

* political borders
* social borders
* architectural borders
This unit will help students gain knowledge and understanding of causes and effects of the many types of borders they encounter in their daily lives.

**Lesson Overview**

The main objective of the unit is for each student to complete a culminating project (by student’s design) to show a new perspective on borders. After determining what a border is and where borders are, each week the students will examine a new facet of borders. Students will examine: political borders (U.S./Mexico border), economic borders (trade laws, economic disparities), social borders (employer/employee, educated/non-educated), linguistic borders (French/German, Spanish/English), immigration (cause of and result of), architectural borders (building materials and psychological effect), art as a border (territorial warnings of graffiti and recent art projects), cultural borders (all aspects of similarities and differences), psychological borders (personal space and imagined personal limitations). The unit will utilize a variety of resources and will incorporate many levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy of Knowledge as well as different learning styles.

**Time Needed**

The unit takes approximately 9 weeks. Throughout these 9 weeks are exploratory lessons that take 1-2 days. The students are also expected to spend five weeks reading a related novel and writing journal entries from a character’s point of view. The culminating project will take 1-2 weeks.

**Materials**

- markers/crayons
- butcher paper
- poster board
- TV/ VCR
- cassette
- logs for journals
- student project specific materials

**Procedures**

**Lesson 1: What are borders and why do people cross or not cross them?**

Rationale: When students think of the word border, they frequently think of an international border, in particular, the border between the US and Mexico. Students also commonly think that “crossing the border” refers solely to illegal aliens from Mexico or going to Taco Bell. It is important for students to be aware of the many types of borders that exist. Students will learn about different borders, e.g., psychological, cultural, social, economic, etc. They will also examine the cause and effect of choosing to cross or not cross these borders.
Lesson Summary

Students explore the definition of border and brainstorm about the various types of borders within their lives and communities. Students also examine reasons people choose to cross or not cross these various borders. They will brainstorm in cooperative groups and keep a personal log of borders they come across during a 24 hour period in their daily lives.

Time Needed

1-2 class periods

Materials

butcher paper, markers, stopwatch

Procedures

* Students write in their journals for 5 minutes in response to: "What is a border? List as many types of borders as you can think of."

* Have students quietly share their responses with a partner.

* Ask students what they think a border is. Create an idea or word wall with student's responses. Accept all possibilities. Some possible responses may be: a line between a country, a county line, something around a picture, gang turf, marked territory, a person who pays to live in a stranger's space, etc. Explain that yes, a person who pays to live in someone's home is a boarder but they are a boarder not a border.

* Direct the class to discover that a border is something that sets something apart, a real or imagined division setting one part apart from another. Hint: get students to explain the purpose of a border around a picture. Write a working definition on the board and also have a student read aloud a definition from a collegiate dictionary.

* Once all students are comfortable with a working definition of borders in a broad sense, go through the same procedure to create a web of various types of borders. Some possible student responses may be, but certainly are not limited to,: international, city, county, state, social, geographical, cultural, political, imaginary borders. Use the picture example again by asking what the border sets apart and then have them apply that to their school, or the town. It is usually easier for students if you start small with known ideas and then work out to a broader scope. Guide students to acknowledge the various types of borders (as explained in the overview).

* Now ask students to think why someone might want to cross a border (using the class' broad definition of border). Place students into cooperative groups of four and tell them to brainstorm and record as many
different possibilities of why someone might cross or not cross a border. Allow students ten minutes for this activity. Upon completion, ask for a reason from each group and create a web on butcher paper. Note: If students begin to see and make connections of central themes encourage this, if not, don’t worry that is another lesson.

* Conclude the lesson by asking students to think of borders in their own lives. Give examples, such as, teacher’s lounge, brother/sister’s room, bars, and military bases. For homework have students keep a 24 hour log of borders that they encounter, if they did or did not cross these borders and why they wanted to do so. Tell students that they should log a minimum of 7 entries.

Follow-up Activities

Relevant homework assignments connect the themes for student synthesis and application. Students read a novel and write a journal from their character’s point of view, identifying all the different borders the character comes across. A final culminating project will be designed and completed by the student. Possibilities for this are:
* An oral history of how the border has affected someone
* A fictional story
* A debate
* A video of issues
* A research paper
* A play dramatizing types of borders
* An architectural model of a border
* An exhibition
* A survey
* A comparison/contrast of borders
* Or the many, many other projects students’ interests will create.
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